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September	29,	2017	

Teaching	Observation	for	Kate	Albrecht	

I	had	the	opportunity	to	observe	Ms.	Albrecht’s	lecture	and	discussion	on	Mass	Media	conducted	as	part	of	an	
undergraduate	PS	201:	Introduction	to	American	Government	and	Politics	course.		Ms	Albrecht’s	class	was	
comprised	of	roughly	25	undergraduates	representing	a	mix	of	sophomore,	junior	and	senior	students	from	
varying	degree	programs.		

During	the	50	minute	observation,	Ms.	Albrecht	demonstrated	comfort	in	utilizing	different	teaching	
modalities	including	instructional	presentation,	small	group	activities,	individual	writing	exercises	and	class	
discussion.				I	observed	Ms.	Albrecht	facilitate	discussion	of	controversial	topics	such	as	media	bias		and	was	
impressed	both	by	the	manner	in	which	she	positively	validated	students	for	their	contributions	to	the	
discussion	as	well	as	her	ability	to	skillfully	use	paraphrasing	to	link	student	comments	back	to	larger	themes	
present	in	both	current	and	past	readings.		This	practice	appeared	effective	in	creating	continuity		and	
connection	across	course	elements.				

The	format	Ms.	Albrecht	utilized	was	well	designed	to	cater	to	different	learning	styles.		It	made	excellent	use	
of	the	short	time	available,	keeping	the	students	engaged	while	progressing	steadily	through	the	class	agenda.					

In	terms	of	Ms.	Albrecht’s	teaching	style,	I	witnessed	several	strengths	in	both	approach	and	mannerisms.						
Ms.	Albrecht	used	humor,	knew	students	by	name,	and	actively	connected	with	students	as	individuals	before,	
during	and	following	class.			It	was	evident	from	the	manner	in	which	the	students	interacted	with	her	that	Ms.	
Albrecht	had	developed	a	respectful	rapport	with	her	students.		They	engaged	actively	during	appropriate	
times	and	deferred	back	to	her	during	the	times	when	she	needed	to	regain	their	attention	to	advance	the	class	
to	the	next	topic.		The	class	started	and	ended	on	time	and	demonstrated	a	skillful	management	of	time	such	
that	the	class	was	able	to	fully	complete	the	day’s	agenda.			

Overall,	I	observed	Ms.	Albrecht	to	be	a	confident	and	competent	instructor,	capable	of	effectively	engaging	her	
students	in	the	course	material	and	skilled	at	integrating	a	variety	of	learning	modalities	to	do	so.			
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TO:  Branda Nowell, PhD Director, Department of Public Administration 

 

FROM:  Jeffrey Diebold, Assistant Professor 

 

SUBJECT: Classroom Evaluation of Teaching – Kate Albrecht  

 

DATE:  November 9th, 2017 

 

 

I was fortunate to have the opportunity to observe Kate Albrecht’s deliver the lecture on Cost-

Benefit Analysis in my graduate-level PA 511: Public Policy Analysis course on September 26th.  

 

Ms. Albrecht’s was very well-prepared for the 165 minute classroom session. Her presentation 

was well-structured and her command of the material was clearly evident. Throughout the lecture, 

she made a point of demonstrating how the material informed, or might inform, current policy 

issues and debates. I was most impressed by Ms. Albrecht’s ability to engage the students and 

elicit participation from even the most reticent students. She accomplished this by learning the 

names of each student prior to the class, moving comfortably around the room during her lecture, 

and fostering stimulating debate about the material in small- and large-group activities.  

 

The following week, I asked the students to provide their comments about Ms. Albrecht’s lecture. 

In their universally positive assessment, they noted that she did an excellent job of making the 

difficult material from the readings more accessible and interesting.  

 

In conclusion, Ms. Albrecht is an informative and talented instructor and I am confident that she 

will become a wonderful teacher and influential mentor.   

 

 

 
         Jeffrey Diebold 

         Assistant Professor 
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North Carolina State University - ClassEval Report
Course Information OUC

Term: 2017 Fall
 Instr: Kate Albrecht

 Emplid: 200077004
 Course: PS 201 201
 Courses evaluated: PS 201 201

 Title: American Politics & 
 Undergraduate Course

160601

Responses= 8 Enrolled= 25 Resp. Rate= 32.0%

# Question Mean  5  4  3  2  1  NA  BL  StDev  SEM  Nq  Dept 
 N

Dept
  Mean 

Dept
  StDev 

1 The instructors teaching aligned with the courses
learning objectives/outcomes 4.6 6 1 1 0 0 0 0 0.7 0.26 8 636 4.5 0.7

2 The instructor was receptive to students outside
the classroom 4.6 6 1 1 0 0 0 0 0.7 0.26 8 616 4.4 0.9

3 The instructor explained material well. 4.5 6 0 2 0 0 0 0 0.9 0.33 8 634 4.3 1.0

4 The instructor was enthusiastic about teaching the
course 4.6 6 1 1 0 0 0 0 0.7 0.26 8 638 4.5 0.8

5 The instructor was prepared for class 4.6 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0.18 8 637 4.5 0.8
6 The instructor gave useful feedback. 4.4 5 2 0 1 0 0 0 1.1 0.38 8 631 4.2 1.0

7 The instructor consistently treated students with
respect 4.6 6 1 1 0 0 0 0 0.7 0.26 8 633 4.5 0.8

8 Overall, the instructor was an effective teacher 4.6 6 1 1 0 0 0 0 0.7 0.26 8 634 4.3 0.9

9 

The course materials (e.g., readings, videos, class
notes, course packs, FAQs, websites, course
webpage, and blogs) were valuable aids to
learning

4.5 5 2 1 0 0 0 0 0.8 0.27 8 634 4.3 0.9

10 

The course assignments (e.g., homework, exams,
quizzes, lab reports, papers, presentations,
projects, portfolios, artistic impressions, critiques,
blogs, and videos) were valuable aids to learning

4.5 6 1 0 1 0 0 0 1.1 0.38 8 633 4.3 0.9

11 This course improved my knowledge of the subject 4.6 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0.18 8 634 4.4 0.9
12 Overall, this course was excellent 4.5 5 2 1 0 0 0 0 0.8 0.27 8 633 4.2 1.0
Note: 1. Results based on low response rates may not reflect the true class mean. Dept mean is for all undergraduate, 
or all graduate courses, offered by dept and is weighted by class size.
2. Results from cross-listed courses are included in the mean for the department whose course prefix appears first in the alphabet
(e.g., for a course listed 
as HI and REL, the results are included in History's mean). To find the department mean for each department, 

 go to https://oirp.ncsu.edu/faculty-staff/classeval-results/college-and-university-means/ .

http://www.ncsu.edu/
https://classeval.ncsu.edu/secure/prod/instrrep/reportinfo.cfm
https://oirp.ncsu.edu/faculty-staff/classeval-results/college-and-university-means/


North Carolina State University - ClassEval Report
Course Information OUC

Term: 2018 Sprg
Instr: Kate Albrecht
Emplid: 200077004
Course: PS 371 003
Courses evaluated: PS 371 003
Title: Res Method Pol Sci 
Undergraduate Course 

160601

Responses= 10 Enrolled= 25 Resp. Rate= 40.0%

# Question Mean  5  4  3  2  1  NA  BL  StDev  SEM  Nq  Dept 
N

Dept
 Mean 

Dept
 StDev 

1 The instructors teaching aligned with the courses learning objectives/outcomes 4.9 9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 0.10 10 518 4.5 0.8
2 The instructor was receptive to students outside the classroom 5.0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.00 10 504 4.6 0.8
3 The instructor explained material well. 4.9 9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 0.10 10 518 4.3 1.0
4 The instructor was enthusiastic about teaching the course 4.8 8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 0.13 10 519 4.6 0.9
5 The instructor was prepared for class 4.9 9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 0.10 10 518 4.5 0.8
6 The instructor gave useful feedback. 4.9 9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 0.10 10 508 4.3 1.0
7 The instructor consistently treated students with respect 5.0 9 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.0 0.00 9 517 4.6 0.7
8 Overall, the instructor was an effective teacher 5.0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.00 10 519 4.4 1.0

9 The course materials (e.g., readings, videos, class notes, course packs, FAQs,
websites, course webpage, and blogs) were valuable aids to learning 4.9 9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 0.10 10 516 4.3 1.0

10 
The course assignments (e.g., homework, exams, quizzes, lab reports, papers,
presentations, projects, portfolios, artistic impressions, critiques, blogs, and
videos) were valuable aids to learning

4.8 8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 0.13 10 514 4.3 0.9

11 This course improved my knowledge of the subject 4.9 9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 0.10 10 513 4.5 0.9
12 Overall, this course was excellent 5.0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.00 10 512 4.3 1.1
Note: 1. Results based on low response rates may not reflect the true class mean. Dept mean is for all undergraduate, 
or all graduate courses, offered by dept and is weighted by class size.
2. Results from cross-listed courses are included in the mean for the department whose course prefix appears first in the alphabet (e.g., for a course listed 
as HI and REL, the results are included in History's mean). To find the department mean for the other department (in this example, Philosophy and Religion), 
go to http://www2.acs.ncsu.edu/UPA/classeval/faculty/college_univ_means.htm .

http://www2.acs.ncsu.edu/UPA/classeval/faculty/college_univ_means.htm


North Carolina State University - ClassEval Report
Emplid: 200077004 Name: Kate Albrecht -- Course: Res Method Pol Sci
Term: 2018 Sprg PS 371 003 Courses surveyed - PS 371 003

Question Response

Comment on strengths and weaknesses of the instructor Professor Albrecht is one of the best professors I have had during my undergraduate career.
She is engaging and always helps students understand the material when asked for clarification.

Comment on strengths and weaknesses of the course
All of the assignments really helped me comprehend the material. Also, making different
sections of the paper due throughout the semester took a lot of the stress off me in the final
weeks of the class.

Give suggestions on how the course or how the instruction
could be improved. Fantastic Job! I am so glad I took Research Methods with Professor Albrecht

-------- --------

Comment on strengths and weaknesses of the instructor

Kate is excellent. I came into this course absolutely dreading it, as most political science
students do. Kate excelled in delivering this information enthusiastically and making it
interesting. I got excited to work in SPSS, because of her. She was relatable and patient with
each student and the many questions she was asked each class.

Comment on strengths and weaknesses of the course

I came out of this course thankful for a better understanding of statistics. It was informative
without being dull. The content actually seemed important and relevant to my daily life as a
political science major. I also feel like I am constantly thinking of things I want to research
within my field as a result of this course.

Give suggestions on how the course or how the instruction
could be improved.

I loved this course. The teacher was excellent, the material was exciting. I am thankful that I
was required to take this because my negative view on statistics has gone away.

-------- --------
Comment on strengths and weaknesses of the course All your homework assignments correlated with your test which was much appreciated.
-------- --------

Comment on strengths and weaknesses of the course Wonderful experience in this class. I really enjoyed the class mostly because the teacher did a
really good job of explaining the content and making it interesting.

-------- --------

Comment on strengths and weaknesses of the instructor
This was my very first political science class, but Ms. Albrecht made the material easily
understandable and I learned a lot. The assignments were well thought out and very helpful in
my understanding of the class.

-------- --------

Comment on strengths and weaknesses of the instructor Professor Albrecht responded to all of my emails in a timely manner. She was extremely
helpful with any question about the course/assignment/exams.

-------- --------



Comment on strengths and weaknesses of the instructor
Professor Albrecht was a great instructor. For a subject that could have been hard, she made it
easy to understand. She came into class with a great mood everyday and was very nice. She
was very knowledgeable of what she was teaching as well.

Comment on strengths and weaknesses of the course I love how she broke up the parts of the research paper into sections throughout the semester.
Maybe adding an optional rough draft at the end would benefit the students as well.

Give suggestions on how the course or how the instruction
could be improved.

I truly do not think I would have learned as much as I did in this class without having Professor
Albrecht instructing the class.

-------- --------

Comment on strengths and weaknesses of the instructor

Dr. Albrecht was awesome. She was so kind and approachable and even let me come to her
office to talk about the paper in a way that I understood. She wrote on the board and kind of
walked me through how to approach the topic I was looking into. She was lenient with
extensions at times, I think because she knew I was trying my best to work on the assignments.
It was really nice because she seemed to really care about us really understanding what she
was talking about. I was having a hard time understanding the concepts from just reading the
materials. Her classes really helped me to kind of get a working knowledge on the different
topics in research analysis. She took the material she found to be the most useful from the
textbook, and used slides to talk to us about it. She had an approach that helped me the best. I
would have like to have maybe two weeks to review over the different analyses as a class. She
added in a sheet for us to fill out and it helped to look at things overall.

Comment on strengths and weaknesses of the course
It was a lot of information for me to try to digest over the course of the semester, personally. It
was my hardest course, however, Dr. Albrecht made me interested in possibly pursuing a
career in political analysis.

Give suggestions on how the course or how the instruction
could be improved.

I thought Dr. Albrecht took a lot of information and was able to effectively condense it in a
way we understand. She took from her own experiences, which I learned from her reflections
in our class, and I think she did so effectively.

-------- --------

Comment on strengths and weaknesses of the instructor
The instructor was an excellent resource for students to better the material. She was patient,
cooperative, and explained material well. Very responsive to out-of-class communication and
office hour meetings. Overall, I have nothing but praise to give to instructor!
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